The current limits for fourth generation quarks allows to expect their mass of the order of 500 GeV. In this mass region for quark-anti-quark pair the additional Yukawa-type attraction due to Higgs mechanism is expected to emerge. This Higgs induced attraction greatly exceeds strong interaction between quarks and leads to the formation of bound states in both colour octet S (8) and singlet S
The current limits for fourth generation quarks allows to expect their mass of the order of 500 GeV. In this mass region for quark-anti-quark pair the additional Yukawa-type attraction due to Higgs mechanism is expected to emerge. This Higgs induced attraction greatly exceeds strong interaction between quarks and leads to the formation of bound states in both colour octet S (8) and singlet S (1) states. In the key of recent works on significance of colour octet channel for production of colour singlet state of fourth generation QQ we calculated the binding energies for both octet and singlet states. Such attraction localizes quarks in extremely small area. Hence colour octet pair of fourth generation quarks can form the "nucleus" and together with colour neutralizing light particle that is captured by strong interaction in orbit around the nucleus, create particle, similar by its structure to Deuterium.
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Production of quarkonium includes both colour-singlet and colour-octet contributions [1] . The octet state can decay into singlet via soft (low energy) gluon emission [2] . As was shown in [3] [4] [5] [6] in certain cases colour-octet mechanism can make dominant contribution to quarkonia production crossection. Since Higgs coupling strength is proportional to the fermion masses the influence of Higgs field on colour-octet state of heavy 4G (4th generation) QQ can be significant.
As was discussed in [7] Yukawa-type attraction can lead to the appearance of colour octet 4G QQ ground state. Authors considered pseudo-scalar Nambu-Goldstone mechanism as the main source of coupling. But the latter mechanism requires relativistic effects to be significant while scalar Higgs exchange leads to significant effects already in non-relativistic region. Another model with two Higgs doublets was discussed in [8] . In the light of recent CERN report on discovery of new particle with some properties expected for Higgs boson it appears reasonable to consider it as a main mechanism for 4G quarkonium coupling source. In [9] there was shown that such mechanism significantly increases binding energy of colour-singlet state of 4G quarkonium. In colour-octet state Higgs induced attraction can be the only source of formation of bound state since gluon exchange creates effective repulsion in this case. To show this it is convenient to use variational approach, suggested in [9] . The Hamiltonian of the system is given by the following equation:
where T is relativistic kinetic energy, V Y is Yukava-type interaction induced by Higgs exchange:
Here m h is Higgs mass, α h = m 2 /(4πv 2 ) is the Higgs field coupling constant. According to standard model Higgs vacuum expectation value v = 246 GeV. Coulomb-like strong interaction V Strong is given by the following expression:
where constant a = −α s /6 for octet state and a = 4α s /3 for singlet (α s is strong coupling constant). As one can see, for octet state strong interaction creates effective repulsion. The total energy of the system can be written as
where V rel and V rad represents relativistic and radiative corrections respectively. The variational ground-state wave function is taken in hydrogen like form:
The exact expressions of all the operators in (4) can be found in [9] . We will present the answers for their values averaged over wave function (5):
where ν = 11 for 4G quark -the number of heavy fermions in polarization loop and coefficient γ is given by the following expression:
As soon as the expression (4) for the ground-state energy E = min{Ẽ(q)} is defined it should be minimized over parameter q. With a precision of several percent expression (4) reaches it's minimum at
whereα
The results for binding energy E are presented at Fig. 1 . As one can see, binding energy always exists for singlet state, as was expected, since both Higgs induces and strong interactions are attractive. For octet ground state the situation is different. Up to the masses m < m cr ≈ 620 GeV repulsive strong interaction dominates over Higgs attractive one. But for m > m cr the ground state energy becomes negative, therefore for quark masses m > 620 GeV it is reasonable to expect existence of bound states. But since octet state itself has larger energy compared to singlet one it should decay over time. Besides such a heavy 4G quarks itself should experience weak decay to lighter quarks as well as other decay channels [7] . Since in this paper we are mainly interested on octet channel contribution to production of colour singlet quarkonium below we will calculate its decay width and briefly discuss other decay channels afterwards.
As can be concluded from Fig. 1 for any mass of the fermions octet state have greater energy then singlet state. It leads to the decay of octet state into the singlet state with emission of gluon. This decay of octet state quarkonium contributes to the total production cross section of the singlet state quarkonium. To estimate the width of this transition we consider the emission of a gluon as M1 transition, analogous to M1 transition with photon emission, but with addition of relevant colour factor. This perturbative approach expected to be valid at least qualitatively, since the emitted gluon is hard enough, its energy is greater than 10 GeV (see Fig.1 ), therefore we expect that nonperturbative corrections could be small due to their power dependence on gluon energy.
The decay width of M1 transition is given be the equation
where V f i is the matrix element of M1 transition. The general formula for M1 amplitude of photon emission can be found in [10] 
where (Q where µ and s are magnetic moment of the particle and its spin. To perform transition from photon to gluon emission firstly it is needed to express the final and initial wave-functions in above integral as a product of spin, colour and coordinate parts:
Secondly, replace magnetic moment µ with chromomagnetic moment of the quark µ t ′ λ ρ /2, where λ ρ are Gell-Mann matrices, carry out the summation over colour index ρ = 1..8. The value of chromomagnetic moment
, where g is the colour charge. Substituting (17) and (16) to (15) we obtain the expression for squared matrix element of transition
where the averaging over total spin projections of initial state gives:
Fulfilling summation over colour states
quantum numbers one can obtain the following expression for total decay width
The wave-functions ψ f and ψ i of singlet and octet states respectively can be estimated using (5) and the minimum values of parameters for singlet q
min and octet q (8) min are given by (12) with corresponding values of constant a: After substituting above expression to (21) the final expression for the octet-singlet decay width is given by the following expression:
As can be seem from Fig. 2 , decay width of octet-singlet transition is almost two orders of magnitude less then the corresponding binding energies, shown on Fig. 1 . The rest of the significant decay channels were discussed and estimated in [7] . All of those decay channels were shown to be small as well, except the semi-leptonic t ′ t ′ → b ′ t ′ W . The latter one was shown to be of the order of 20 GeV for large (greater then M W ) m(t ′ ) − m(b ′ ) mass difference which indeed can take place in assumption of ultra-heavy Higgs boson. In recent paper [11] there was shown that the mass difference of 4G quarks should be estimated using the following expression to be in agreement with current experimental data
As one can see, putting the Higgs mass m h = 125 GeV the 4G mass difference △m = m t ′ − m b ′ becomes less then the mass of W boson, therefore the semi-leptonic decay channel should be suppressed as was noted in [7] .
The above results show that accounting for Higgs induced attraction leads to the emergence of a bound state. The energy of bound state is at least order of magnitude greater then the total decay width. Therefore this effect should lead to sharp maximum in 4G colour octet production cross-section.
The long-living colour-octet bound state of 4G quark pair has several orders smaller size compared to the known mesons. It immediately follows from the relative strength of strong interaction and Higgs induced attraction and heaviness of 4G quarks:
As a consequence such a pair may capture another colour-charged particle, that would be bound to 4G "nucleus" by strong attraction, just like an electron is captured by Coulumb interaction in Deuterium. The comparison with Deuterium is not an accident, the ratio of sizes of nucleus and electron shell is defined by the ratio of strong nuclear interaction and Coulumb interaction in the same way as considered above object would have "electron" attached to the "nucleus" with strong interaction, while the nucleus itself is created by Higgs induced attraction.
